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Webster-pak® Accessories

Explore our range of handy accessories, 
designed to make packing and administering 

your Webster-pak®system easy and safe



The PocketProfile™ Medicines List is a printed card that records an individual’s most up-to-date medication profile that 
pharmacists can provide customers as an added professional service to build customer loyalty and improve relationships.

 3 Lifesaving in emergencies
 3 Wallet-sized & portable
 3 Builds customer relationships and loyalty
 3 Visual cues for medication safety
 3 Supports medication reconciliation
 3 Promotional & marketing tool for your pharmacy  

Pil-Bob®

Rhino Crush – A powerful, silent, ergonomic and light tablet crushing 
tool, providing an even crush with minimal effort.

Crush Cups – Disposable plastic cups 
used to aid crushing.

Product Code: 701
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Pocket Profile™  - Wallet-sized Medicines List

Product Code: 580

A portable medicines list for your wallet! 

Silently and easily crush with 
the force of 100 RHINOS!

Product Code: 212

Webster-pak® Interim

A disposable pack that stores up to 4 days’ medication – an ideal 
‘interim’ solution for customers requiring short term supply for short 
holidays, hospital discharge, respite, emergencies, trialing customers 
who are undecided about a full 7-day Webster-pak system. The front 
cover provides extra privacy and protection for medications.
Product Code: 705

Handy tool for getting pills out of a Webster-pak®. Ideal for 
those with poor eyesight or limited dexterity, the Pil-Bob® 
facilitates the removal of pills from blister cavities. 

Easily get pills out without spillage! 

Product Code:  

       468 - Blue

       468 - P - Pink

       291 - Purple (Cytotoxic)

Rhino Crush™ & Crush Cup®

Available in 
various colours!

POPULAR!
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BUILD 
CUSTOMER 
LOYALTY

4 days of medication 
in one disposable pack



#1 cordless sealing iron, 
built for pharmacy

A cordless, light, ergonomic and compact sealing iron, specially 
designed to suit your pharmacy’s needs. Heat-controlled to ensure 
a perfect seal. 

Product Code: 
           
            

Poppitt - Deblistering Tool 

Sealing Mouse™Sealing Iron

Quickly and easily deblister 
large quantities of medication

The Poppitt is a tablet deblistering tool that helps you remove pills 
from manufacturers original blister cavities. No set up required 
when changing between medications. Easy to clean and fits on 
your benchtop. 
Product Code: 750

The lightest dry iron you can find!

Product Code: 320

Use the Pressure Handle to apply even pressure to Low Temp Foil as 
it cools, giving you a perfect seal.

Makes sealing easy by applying 
pressure to foils and blisters 

Product Code:  287

This lightweight corded dry iron has been specially designed to suit your 
pharmacy’s sealing needs. Lighter than your standard consumer-grade 
iron, it weighs under 1kg. 

Pressure HandlePil-Kot™ Finger Cots

Avoid contaminating medication 
as you pack!

Like gloves for your fingertips. Conveniently and hygienically handle 
medications without the discomfort of full gloves.
       

Product Codes: 951, 954, 955

 795-P - Pink 

795 -  Blue
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Multi-Lingual - 
Header Cards & Labels

Webster-pak® now available 
in 21 languages

Do you have patients or residents whose preferred language is not 
English? Our Multi-Lingual header cards and labels can help by showing 
dosage times and days of the week in their native language. Choose 
from 21 different languages.
Product Code: 610 - 625
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Packing Tweezers 

Tablet Counting Triangle Ora-Dose Syringe and Closure

Labels 

Tweezers with a precision tip and silicone covering to prevent medications from slipping out 
of grip. Our Cytotoxic tweezers are labelled specifically for packing cytotoxic medications to 
reduce the risk of cross contamination.

General Packing Tweezers: 949

Cytotoxic Packing Tweezers: 294

Safely and easily pack or remove medications 
from blisters and bottles 

Count tablets in a glance!
A useful tool to easily count tablets without risk of contamination.

Product Code:  770

Accurately measure liquid doses 
including morphine!

This oral syringe and adaptor is ideal for measuring liquid doses. Comes 
with a resealable stopper as well as an extra cap for the syringe.

Product Code:  410

Highlight important details with trigger labels to improve 
medication safety

We have hundreds of labels to choose from, including low vision labels and multi-lingual labels. We can even custom make some for you. Contact us 
to find out more about our full range or request a custom design.

Start Here Alerts users to the first blister to be used for the pack. Often packs 
start mid week and this is a good trigger to know where to commence.Product code: 555

Ceased Reminds nursing staff that a patient’s medication has been stopped by 
the doctor. Helps prevent medication misadventure.Product code: 396

Allergy Product code: 444 Informs nursing staff that this person has an allergy.

Eye Drop Product code: 458 Alerts nursing staff that resident requires eye drops.

Generic Substitution Highlights when a branded medication has been replaced by a generic 
substitute.Product code: 452
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